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MESSAGE FROM THE ITS MD PRESIDENT AND THE CHAIR OF THE TRAFFIC SIGNAL SUBCOMMITTEE
Welcome to our 2014 Intelligent Transportation Society (ITS) of Maryland Annual Conference and Baltimore
Regional Transportation Board Regional Traffic Signal Forum. This is the 19th ITS Maryland Annual Conference,
the 7th Regional Traffic Signal Forum, and our 2nd joint event.
We sincerely hope that each of you take something back from this conference to your agency or firm that you
can use – additional congesting-fighting and safety-promoting ideas and lessons learned for your ITS / Traffic
Signal toolbox; a better understanding of emerging technologies and new products, and new or renewed
business contacts.
The conference focus is on Integrated Systems and Management. This year’s meeting consists of two technical
tracks – one track focuses on ITS and the other on Traffic Signals; concluding with a panel discussion on
operations and maintenance - tying ITS and Traffic Signals all together.
Between the technical sessions, I encourage you to visit the exhibitor’s tables and ask about their products and
applications. They are a great source of information. Our personal experience at conferences is that we learn just
as much from the exhibitors as from the technical sessions. On that note, we’ve once again inserted “Exhibitor
Speed Dating” into the program providing attendees highlights of new technologies and applications.
Lunch - annually, it rates as the best “session” of the day! Seriously, don’t miss it – lunch is located in a different
building from the technical sessions. Follow the signs, your colleagues, or look at the directions in the program.
During lunch, we’ll have additional presentations, do some light business, give you an overview of the year’s
activities, and announce the results of the election for next year’s ITS MD Board of Directors and officers.
At the conclusion of our event, we will be having a happy hour with light dinner fare in the main area.
Stick around, because immediately following the last session we’ll hand out free drink tickets and raffle tickets
for prizes.
As of this writing, we have over 200 registered attendees! If you enjoy the meeting, please join us in thanking
the folks that participated in the meeting planning (see the list in this program). Their hours of hard work,
creativity, and coordination, have brought this conference to fruition. And also, thanks to you, our members and
friends -- without your support and attendance at all the events throughout the year, none of this would
be possible.
Finally, if you are not a member of ITS Maryland, we urge you to join us. Take a look at our new website
www.itsmd.org for membership benefits, the application and costs.
Don’t forget to fill out the Professional Development Hours (PDH) form. ITS Maryland is an approved provider of
Continued Professional Competency (CPC) courses by the State of Maryland to help you fulfill the requirements
for your Professional Engineer (PE) license or Professional Traffic Operations Engineer (PTOE) certification. We
only award PDHs based on the number of hours you attended, so please complete the form and hand-it at the
registration desk before you leave for the day. We’ll email your PDH certificate to the email address that you
used to register on the Eventbrite website by late November.
Finally, please remember to fill out the short survey after the meeting so that you can give us some feedback on
how to improve our Annual Conference. We will use this survey to shape the content, location, and activities for
the 2015 Annual Conference.
We have a full day ahead of us, so let us make our 2014 Meeting another resounding success, and I will see you
in 2015!
Best Regards,

Keith Riniker
President, ITS Maryland

Ben Myrick
Chair, BRTB Traffic Signal Subcommittee
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Program Design by:

WELCOME
ITS Maryland is a State Chapter of ITS America, the organization of public agencies,
private companies and academic institutions. Together with the U.S. Department of
Transportation, they are supporting and promoting the coordinated development and
deployment of technologies that will make our transportation systems safer, more
effective, and more efficient while providing improved service to the customers and
users of the systems.
The Baltimore Regional Transportation Board (BRTB) is the federally designated
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the Baltimore metropolitan region. The
BRTB’s Traffic Signal Subcommittee brings together representatives of the Baltimore
metropolitan jurisdictions and private sector engineers. The Signal Subcommittee meets
about every three months to discuss issues and trends, share best practices, review new
technologies and products, share accomplishments and support the goals of the BRTB.
Accomplishments of the signal subcommittee have included working with jurisdictions
to gain federal funding for signal projects, organizing seven Regional Signal Forums, and
bringing together jurisdictions to improve signals operations across boundaries.
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The Conference will be located in Building 3
The Buffet Lunch, Business Meeting, and Lunchtime Speaker will be held in Building 2
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
8:00am - 8:30am

REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST / EXHIBITS

8:30am - 9:15am

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS (AUDITORIUM)
Keynote Address - Paul Feenstra, ITS America – Senior Vice President, Government and External Affairs

9:15am - 10:15am

EXHIBITOR SPEED DATING (AUDITORIUM)
5-minute intro and technology highlight from each exhibitor

10:15am - 10:45am

BREAK - EXHIBITS

10:45am - 12:00pm

SESSION 1A | AUDITORIUM

SESSION 1B | ROOM A300

Multimodal Signal Operations
• Bicycle Facilities in Washington, DC & Signal
Intersection Treatments
• DC Streetcar
• Advanced Pedestrian Controller Strategies

How Transportation Can Leverage Big Data
• Overview of Big Data and How the CATT Lab is
Harnessing the Capabilities of Big Data
• Supporting the Second Convergence: Making Big
Data Work in Transportation
• Use of Traffic and Citizen Tweets for Incident
Management for District DOT

12:00pm - 1:30pm
1:30pm - 2:45pm

LUNCH | KEYNOTE ADDRESS - Doug Noble, ITE – Senior Director, Management and Operations
SESSION 2A | AUDITORIUM

SESSION 2B | ROOM A300

Corridor Operations and Connected Vehicles
• Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT)
• Arterial Connected Vehicles Test Bed
Development and Lessons Learned
• Integrated Corridor Management

Next Generation Traffic Management
• Future for the CHART Program and the SHA’s
Statewide Operations Center
• Delaware Department of Transportation
Center’s Operations
• Virginia Department of Transportation Center’s
Freeway and Arterial Operations

2:45pm - 3:00pm

BREAK - EXHIBITS

3:00pm - 4:00pm

SESSION 3 | AUDITORIUM
Operations and Maintenance Panel Discussion

4:10pm - 4:30pm

CLOSING REMARKS - Cedric Ward, Maryland State Highway Administration: Office of Traffic & Safety
Director (AUDITORIUM)

4:30pm - 5:30pm

VENDOR SPONSOR NETWORKING | HAPPY HOUR | RAFFLE - EXHIBITOR AREA
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
SESSION 1A - MULTIMODAL SIGNAL OPERATIONS
Moderator: Keith Riniker, Sabra Wang & Associates
Traffic signal operations are a balance between all users for efficient
and effective mobility. In an increasingly urbanized region, operators
are faced with unique challenges to maintain the various demands.
In this session, the speakers will present a wide range of unique
solutions and opportunities for multimodal signal operations.
1.

Bicycle Facilities in Washington, DC & Signal Intersection
Treatments – Wasim Raja, DDOT
Summary: Bicycle lanes and cycle tracks are key components of
implementing the District Department of Transportation’s goal
of a 75% non-auto mode share for work trips by 2032. DDOT has
aggressively increased the coverage of safe bicycling facilities,
and several locations have resulted in a 175% increase in peak
hour bicycle volumes. This presentation summarizes various
signal operational treatments District of Columbia utilized along
4 Cycle Tracks in the downtown core, including: placement
of bicycle signals and detection, phasing, clearance intervals,
signage, and lane configurations.

2.

DC Streetcar – Ryan Burns and Stuart Forth, MC Dean

Special signal indicators operated by the traffic signal controllers
are provided to allow each streetcar vehicle through an
intersection coinciding with or independent from other vehicular
traffic based on unique requests from the train-to-wayside
(TWC) system. This presentation will provide an overview of how
this interface between the two systems is achieved.
3.

Advanced Pedestrian Controller Strategies - Ed Smaglik,
Northern Arizona University

Summary: At many locations, signal timing objectives have
historically focused on allowing vehicle progression and
reducing vehicular delay and stops. While control strategies
such as an exclusive pedestrian phase and leading pedestrian
intervals can help improve the safety of pedestrian operations,
legacy service of pedestrians requires that they still must wait
for ‘their turn’—which at times means they experience delays
much in excess of those that would be deemed acceptable
for a motor vehicle at the same location. This presentation will
provide an overview of work that has been completed and
opportunities for implementation.

Summary: The DC Streetcar project presents unique challenges
in routing streetcars through mixed traffic in existing signalized
intersections.

SESSION 1B - HOW TRANSPORTATION CAN LEVERAGE BIG DATA
Moderator: Eileen Singleton, Baltimore Metropolitan Council
Big data is transforming how many disciplines mine and use data.
The advancement of transportation technologies is enabling our
industry to leverage the strengths of big data as well. In this session,
the speakers – from a local DOT, a university, and an international
corporation – will discuss how they are mining data to improve
transportation operations and planning.
1.

Overview of Big Data Concepts and How the CATT Lab is
Harnessing the Capabilities of Big Data – Nikola Ivanov
Bio: Mr. Ivanov serves as the Deputy Director of the Center
for Advanced Transportation Technology Laboratory at
the University of Maryland where he manages technical
development and oversees every aspect of software
implementation from conception to deployment.
Summary: Over the last few years, Big Data has become one
of those buzzwords often seen in brochures and marketing
materials. But what is Big Data? Why does Big Data matter?
What’s Big Data have to do with transportation? Mr. Ivanov
will provide a brief overview of Big Data concepts and
several examples of how the CATT Lab is applying them to
transportation data.
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2.

Supporting the Second Convergence: Making Big Data
Work for Transportation – David Pickeral, JD

Bio: Mr. Pickeral has 26 years of operational, policy, and
management experience with transportation as well as
information and communications technologies networks
worldwide, involving government and commercial enterprises
as well as public-private partnerships. He currently leads the
Industry Smarter Solutions Team for IBM Smarter Transportation.
Summary: As the use of digital technology to plan and operate
the physical infrastructure of transportation networks has
proliferated, it has yielded massive amounts of new data. To
date, much of this data has been siloed or incomplete such
that first generation ITS technology had been capable of
only reactive monitoring or partial analysis. IBM Intelligent
Transportation connects and integrates these disparate data
sources, applies predictive algorithms to fully understand its
implications both immediately and long term, and provides
focused actionable information to end users to support
decision-making in real time or better than real time for a truly
Smarter ‘network of networks’.
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
SESSION 1B - HOW TRANSPORTATION CAN LEVERAGE BIG DATA (continued)
Moderator: Eileen Singleton, Baltimore Metropolitan Council
3.

Use of Traffic and Citizen Tweets for Incident Management for
District DOT – Rakesh Nune, DDOT
Bio: Mr. Nune is a Systems Engineer for the District Department
of Transportation.

Summary: Extracting and analyzing social media for incident
management and incident collection is a relatively new concept
in the transportation field. In this DDOT research project, an
algorithm was developed to carefully retrieve incident tweets
from the twitter stream. New algorithms were developed to
extract the right geographically based key words and to rank
them based on the relevance to get traffic information. The
project work is accepted for presentation at the 2015 TRB
Annual Meeting.

SESSION 2A - CORRIDOR OPERATIONS AND CONNECTED VEHICLES
Moderator: Diederick VanDillen, Jacobs Engineering

1.

Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) - Volker Fessmann - FHWA
Bio: Volker Fessmann is the Program Manager V2I Safety and
working at FHWA’s Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center.
The focus of his research work is on different aspects of the
USDOT’s Connected Vehicle program.
Summary: This presentation will provide a brief overview of the
USDOT Connected Vehicle program with a detailed review of
current vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) / Signal Phase and Timing
(SPaT) related efforts and pilot tests. SPaT messages are used
to convey the state of traffic signals at the intersection for use
in applications supporting safety, and improving mobility and
traffic flow. SPaT technology and architectural components form
the foundation upon which V2I applications are implemented.

2.

3.

Integrated Corridor Management - Neil Spiller - FHWA
Bio: Mr. Spiller is currently serving as a program manager in the
Office of Operations, FHWA headquarters in Washington, D.C.,
responsible for program areas including HOVs and Managed
Lanes, Localized Congestion Mitigation, and Integrated
Corridor Management.
Summary: This presentation will provide an overview of the joint
FHWA, FTA and USDOT JPO ICM program; what constitutes
a candidate corridor, region, or opportunity; update on
performance of the active corridors in Dallas and San Diego;
lessons learned to date and future program plans with other
regions starting to develop initial deployment plans.

Arterial Connected Vehicle Test Bed Deployment and Lessons
Learned - Faisal Saleem – Maricopa County
Bio: Mr. Faisal Saleem is the Maricopa County (MCDOT)
Arizona ITS Branch Manager & the MCDOT SMARTDrive
Program Manager.
Summary: This presentation will provide an overview of the
Maricopa County Department of Transportation SMARTDrive
Program and highlight the deployment of connected vehicle test
bed for multi-modal intelligent traffic signal systems (MMITSS)
applications. Public agency perspectives and lessons learned
from the implementation will be shared.
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
SESSION 2B - NEXT GENERATION TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Moderator: Alvin Marquess, Jacobs Engineering
Managing congestion is a primary objective in traffic management,
however there is an increase need for reliability and traveler
information. In this session, speakers will discuss their agency’s
challenges and opportunities leveraging ITS technologies to meet
their needs.
1.

Future Plans for the CHART Program and the SHA’s Statewide
Operations Center - Glenn McLaughlin - Deputy Director Maryland State Highway Administration’s (SHA) Office of
CHART & ITS Development
Bio: Mr. McLaughlin is the Deputy Director for Systems,
Development and Administration at the Maryland State Highway
Administration’s (SHA) Office of CHART & ITS Development.
He is responsible for the planning, system development and
funding of Maryland’s Coordinated Highways Action Response
Team, or CHART, which is SHA’s Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) program. He is a former president of ITS Maryland
and is responsible for managing a number of initiatives
for SHA, including Maryland 511 as well as the Statewide
Operations Center reconfiguration project. Glenn is a Registered
Professional Engineer and has a BS in Engineering from
Virginia Tech.
Summary: Topics covered will include methods of Freeway
Management for Recurring and Non-recurring congestion,
evolving approaches to Performance Measures, new roles
for Service Patrols, an Overview of CHART ATMS Software
developments, updates to the Statewide Operations
Center, planned ITS Device infrastructure deployments, and
perspectives regarding State Highway programs related to
connected vehicle initiatives.

2.

Delaware Department of Transportation Center’s Operations
- Gene Donaldson - TMC Operations Manager - Delaware
Department of Transportation

implementation of Delaware’s intelligent transportation system,
incident and event management, emergency management, and
transportation homeland security.
Summary: This presentation will provide an overview of
the Center’s operations, ongoing efforts to capture and
integrate data, methods of transportation management,
challenges, and future plans.
3.

Virginia Department of Transportation Center’s Freeway
and Arterial Operations - Ms. Ling Li - Operations
Engineering Manager - Virginia Department of
Transportation Northern Region Transportation
Operations Center
Bio: Ms. Li is the Operations Engineering manager that
oversees arterial and traffic signal operations at VDOT
Northern Region’s Traffic Operations Center. Ms. Li is a
Registered Profe Summary: This presentation will provide
an overview of the Center’s freeway and arterial operations.
Ms. Li and her team of engineers and operators use realtime traffic monitoring tools, applications and apply new
traffic management technologies to improve traffic flow
and support decision makings. They are responsible for
signal timing optimization, arterial incident response, and
emergency and special event management. Presentation
topics include real-time signal operations, methods
and tools used for traffic management of recurring and
non-recurring events, signal optimization program, and
data collection and analysis to support decision making,
performance measures, adaptive signal control technology
(ASCT) experience, and future plan for ASCT and arterial
CCTV expansion.

Bio: Gene Donaldson is the TMC Operations Manager with the
Delaware Department of Transportation. Gene has been with
the Delaware Department of Transportation since 1997. His
primary responsibility is to manage DelDOT’s transportation
management program to include operation of the 24-hour
statewide Transportation Management Center, planning and

SESSION 3 - OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PANEL DISCUSSION
Moderator: Woody Hood, Sabra, Wang & Associates
This session will consist of a panel of regional agency staff to discuss the challenges and opportunities that they face in operating and
maintaining their facilities. Some topics include incorporating ITS to help their daily activities, managing resources, identifying and measuring
performance, and regional coordination.
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DON’T FORGET TO VISIT ALL OF OUR VENDORS

THANK YOU FOR ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR!
We’d like to thank everyone for attending and making this a successful event. There are several people who
helped organize varying meeting activities. Thank you to the planning committee and all of their efforts:
Planning committee:
•

Keith Riniker, Sabra, Wang & Associates, Inc – ITS Maryland President

•

Ben Myrick, Maryland State Highway Administration – BRTB Traffic Signal Subcommittee

•

Bala Akundi, Baltimore Metropolitan Council

•

Kevin Lee, Kittelson & Associates, Inc – ITS Maryland Vice President

•

Ruihua Tao, Maryland State Highway Administration – ITS Maryland Treasurer

•

Eileen Singleton, Baltimore Metropolitan Council

•

Diederick VanDillen, Jacobs Engineering

•

Gerry Amato, CohuHD Costar

•

Alvin Marquess, Jacobs Engineering

•

Yu-Ling Wang, Sabra, Wang & Associates, Inc.

•

Jackie Olsommer, Kittelson & Associates, Inc.

•

Derek Baker, Kittelson & Associates, Inc.

•

Dorret Oosterhoff, Kittelson & Associates, Inc.
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THANK YOU 2014 SPONSORS!
GOLD SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSOR

OTHER SPONSORS

LUNCH SPONSOR

AFTERNOON BREAK SPONSOR

TIMING IS
EVERYTHING!

Sabra, Wang, & Associates is leading
the DDOT city-wide signal optimization.

Gold Sponsor Advertisement

Pennsylvania Ave., Washington D.C.

AWARD WINNING
CREATIVITY

American Council of Engineering
Companies (ACEC) Achievement Award
for management and implementation
of the City of Baltimore’ Integrated
Traffic Management System.
Baltimore City TMC.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Signal Timing
Transit Signal Priority
Adaptive Traffic Signal Systems
Computerized Traffic Signal
System Planning & Design
Traffic Signal Design & ITS Device Design
Transportation Management Centers
Systems Engineering Analysis
Transportation System Forecasting,
Modeling and Analysis
Asset Management & GIS

sabra-wang.com

